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28. A distributed antenna array system with a centralized data reader/transmitter for determining

presence and location of RF tags comprising:

at least one designated area in a facility;

a plurality of sub-areas in each of the designated areas;

a plurality of RF tags to be dispersed in each sub-area, each of the tags being associated

with a particular object in the sub-area;

a single backscatter reader/transmitter (BRT) in each designated area; and

a distributed antenna array in the facility comprising:

at least one transmitting antenna electronically coupled to the single BRT and

positioned to illuminate at least a portion of the plurality of RF tags in each designated sub-area

with a carrier signal; and

a single circular polarized receiving antenna in each sub-area, each single circular

polarized receiving antenna receiving data from each of the RF tags in the sub-area that have

been illuminated by the at least one BRT transmitting antenna and transferring the received tag

data to a single hub.

29. The system of claim 28, wherein:

the selected facility is a product sale facility; and

the particular object associated with a tag is a product display, sign, merchandising or

advertising material.

30. The system of claim 28, wherein the system determines that the particular object is present

in a sub-area of the facility where a person is able to see or interact with the particular object.



31. The system of claim 28, wherein the system determines that the particular object is properly

installed in a particular location in the sub-area.

32. The system of claim 31, wherein the system determines that the particular object is present

in the particular location for an appropriate period of time.

33. The system of claim 28, wherein the RF tag is carried by a person in the facility to enable

market testing through the use of data collected concerning the particular object in the particular

locations visited by the person and the time spent in each particular location.

34. The system of claim 28, wherein the at least one transmitting antenna is a quadrifiler helix

antenna having a shaped beam with low gain on axis and high gain to the sides.

35. The system of claim 28, wherein:

each transmitting antenna is connected to the single backscatter reader/transmitter by a

coaxial cable; and

each transmitter antenna contains a high power amplifier to recover coaxial cable signal

attenuation and a band-pass filter at the proper frequency to reduce noise and harmonics.

36. The system of claim 28, wherein the distributed antenna array comprises:

a plurality of transmitting antennae, each of the transmitting antennae being located in or

near the designated area to transmit communication signals to at least a portion of the RF tags
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located in at least some of the sub-areas.

37. The system of claim 28, further comprising:

a plurality of designated areas in the facility;

a single BRT/hub for illuminating at least a portion of the RF tags in each designated

area; and

a plurality of BRT/hubs for receiving response signals from at least a portion of the

illuminated RF tags and coupling the response signals to the single master BRT/hub that

transmits the data to a server that processes data.

38. The system of claim 28, wherein each RF tag comprises:

an antenna system with a resonant aperture; and

a switch coupled to one or more elements of the antenna system to cleanly comment and

disconnect selected portions of one or more elements of the antenna system to increase the mark-

to-space ratio of the backscatter data.

39. The system of claim 28, wherein each RF tag comprises:

an antenna with two quarter-wavelength antenna elements;

a switch coupled to one of the quarter-wavelength antenna elements for selectively

closing and connecting both antenna elements together to form a half-wavelength antenna that

reflects the BRT carrier signal for opening to create two quarter-wavelength antenna elements

that absorb at least some of the BRT carrier signal; and

a backscatter frequency generator coupled to the switch for selectively opening and
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closing the switch.

40. A method of determining presence and location of RP tags using a distributed antenna array

with a centralized data hub comprising the steps of:

selecting at least one designated area in a particular facility;

selecting a plurality of sub-areas in each of the designated areas;

placing a plurality of RP tags in each sub-area, each of the tags being associated with a

particular object in the sub-area;

placing a reader/transmitter in each designated area; and

forming a distributed antenna array comprising the steps of:

positioning at least one transmitting antenna in or near the designated area to

illuminate at least a portion of the plurality of RP tags in the sub-areas with communication data,

the transmitting antenna being electronically coupled to the single reader/transmitter;

placing a single circular polarized receiving antenna in each sub-area; and

receiving data from each of the RP tags in each sub-area that has been illuminated

by at least one transmitting antenna with the single circular polarized receiving antenna and

transferring the received data to the centralized data hub for data transmission to a server for

processing.
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